December 2010
Congress adjourned for electioneering but Senator Harry Reid and the Obama Administration
didn’t give. The Lame Duck session – as of this writing – continues the Threat that the
Dream Act, as well as an even broader bill giving Amnesty to millions of Illegals will be
foisted onto an unwilling citizenry. BALANCE continues to oppose this Injurious Amnesty
as well as the Special Benefits for illegal aliens that the bill includes.
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Dear Activist,
BALANCE fought the Dream Act in 2009 and, thanks to the Perfidious Open Borders Lobby
in the Lame Duck Congress and the Obama Administration, the battle continues. Americans
and our Environment face a continuing threat from Amnesty and Mass Immigration.
lp, BALANCE and its ASAP! Coalition Allies are fighting
help,
Accordingly, and with your he
hard as we turn the corner on 2010 and enter a new year.
In September, Senator Harry Reid tried to slick through the Dream Act with an Amendment
pass Defense spending Bill. With 44 votes – a few Democrats helped - the Senate
to the must-pass
rejected Reid’s effort to end debate through “cloture” and, therefore, forced the Dream Act
and other provisions largely unrelated to defense into Congress’ Lame Duck session. Open
tating for the Dream Act. The battle extends until 1] they
agitating
Borders advocates will not stop agi
win it or 2] patriots veto the Acts of those who would sell out United States citizens, including
our working poor and 15 Million plus Unemployed.
state tuition, and other
so-called Dream Act offers a path to citizenship, in-state
The proposed so
benefits to children brought to the US as minors, here for at least five years, and either
attending a US college or joining the military. After six years, the beneficiaries of this
ship, which would entitle their relatives to preferred places in
citizenship,
Amnesty may apply for citizen
the immigration line.
Harry Reid and President Obama propose these benefits for people who violated our laws by
being here in the first place! It is cynical and immoral either/both to give them the benefits of
a subsidized higher education and an expedited path to citizenship, partly because one path
entails signing them up to use as cannon fodder, as some in the government seem eager to do.
o 30 million foreigners illegally in the
During 2010, Amnesty for the entire crowd of 25 tto
United States receded as an issue because of the overwhelming public view that this pressure
on the labor market, and our environment and health care and education infrastructure, is
unacceptable --- a point that BALANCE has made for many years.
Nevertheless, the Stealth Effort to keep illegal aliens in the United States and to encourage
more to come, continues. The Obama Administration has succeeded through the health care
legislation, popularly known as Obamacare, in giving ILLEGAL ALIENS HEALTH CARE
COVERAGE, despite promises to the contrary. A study of the House version of the health
care bill by the Committee on Medical Services shows a multimillion-person
increase in
multimillion
extent of increase – to include an alleged 50 million
coverage numbers under H.R. 3962. The exten
without healthcare insurance -- is a clear indication that Illegal Aliens are intended to be
among the beneficiaries.
off to provide funds for Illegal Alien Coverage, Obamacare apparently
trade-off
apparent
Moreover, as a trade
SLASHES MEDICARE FUNDING FOR SENIORS by hundreds of millions. The 2000-page
2000
healthcare Bill may take months more to fully parse. As House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said,
“Let’s pass it so we can find out what’s in it!”
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Nevertheless, THE INTENT OF THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION IS CLEAR--PROVIDE A PATH TO
CITIZENSHIP AND HEALTH CARE COVERAGE TO MILLIONS OF ILLEGAL ALIENS AT THE EXPENSE OF
AMERICAN CITIZENS.
Administration Undermines Border Patrol
As part of the ongoing effort, the Obama Administration with Janet Napolitano as chief of Homeland Security is
undermining efforts to deport illegal aliens. The Obama Administration's Immigration and Customs Enforcement
[ICE], part of the Department of Homeland Security, is now DISMISSING by the thousands the legitimate
Deportation proceedings against Illegal Aliens. BALANCE bitterly opposes the “catch and release” policy that
characterizes this Administrations attitude to immigration law enforcement.
Administration officials and immigrant-advocates pit Federal Might against Arizona and Sheriff “Joe.”
Outrageously, Attorney General Eric Holder has also sued the State of Arizona and has sued Sheriff Joe Arpaio. The
Obama Administration is investigating Maricopa County Sheriff for actually enforcing US immigration law and
Arizona’s new and very similar immigration law. BALANCE can continue with your help to support both Arizona’s
immigration law and Sheriff Joe Arpaio who has, almost single-handedly, done so much to restore order to Maricopa
County, AZ.
Another Defeat for Cloture – which forces a Senate vote without debate or amendment.
The defeat another of Senator Reid’s efforts at cloture, the “Disclose Bill” also was avoided in the past congressional
session. Thus, BALANCE retains the legal right to speak freely about issues and candidates. Passage of the Disclose
Bill could have prevented this letter from being written in its present form. So close to an election, the Disclose
legislation would have made it illegal to name the particular politicians who are point-persons for Amnesty.
The Administration Tolerates a Crossborder Invasion by Illegal Aliens, including Human and Drug Traffickers
and Mexican Drug Cartels
Also, in 2010, BALANCE alerted members to the Obama Administration policy of abetting drug and human
traffickers in passing through, and trashing, our Buenos Aires National Wildlife Sanctuary located at the border by
permitting water stations along the routes! Further, the national Park Service warns off citizens of Danger! The signposting regarding drug-trafficker and illegal alien smuggling routes is 200 miles from the Border with Mexico and
within 30 miles of Phoenix!
Violence including the recent murder of an Arizona rancher and the shooting of US Border Patrol agents! This is
news that the mainstream media suppress! BALANCE will continue to call attention to this travesty of a federal
immigration policy. With your help, BALANCE will also step up reporting of Border violations.
With new legal immigrants and their offspring adding 2 million each year, plus another two million illegal aliens and
their offspring added each year to our population, the face of our nation and environment is changing and will be
altered forever if we don't take action.
A top priority for BALANCE in 2011 will be to expose how Obamacare, the unpopular, fiscally-unaffordable and
possibly unconstitutional healthcare Bill secured through promises, exemptions, and further congressional maneuvers,
acts as a magnet for illegal aliens and indeed, for mass immigration by any channel. The healthcare legislation will
effectively shift funds from Americans who have paid in advance for care and for infrastructure to great numbers of
newcomers. Indeed, the much bally-hooed figures that trumpeted “need,” specifically 50 million medically-uninsured
“Americans,” was reached by adding in many medically-indigent recent immigrants and untold numbers of illegal
aliens. All these benefits provided to immigrants increase the Magnet Effect and encourage ever more people to come
to the USA thus increasing pressure on our environment, infrastructure, and budgets.
Moreover, BALANCE is monitoring congressional efforts to stop the practice of awarding citizenship to the US-born
children of illegal aliens. A top legal question pertains to whether a constitutional Amendment is required to stop this
practice, or whether a regulatory or congressional action will suffice.
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One oft-cited case pertains to education. It was decided in Plyer v. Doe 457 US202 [1982] that, “A Texas Statue which
withholds from local school districts any state funds for the education of children who were not 'legally admitted' into
the United States, and which authorizes local school districts to deny enrollment to such children, violates the Equal
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.”
More pertinent to citizenship and also harking back to the Fourteenth Amendment is U.S. v. Wong Kim Ark, 169 U.S.
649 (1898)
Summary of Wong Kim Ark:
Subjects of the Emperor of China, but domiciled residents at San Francisco. Wong Kim Ark was born in San
Francisco in 1873. In 1895 he made a temporary visit to China and was refused admission to the United States "solely
on the pretense that he was not a citizen of the United States."
"The evident intention, and the necessary effect, of the submission of this case to the decision of the court upon the
facts agreed by the parties, were to present for determination the single question, states at the beginning of this
opinion, namely, whether a child born in the United States, of parents of Chinese descent, who, at the time of his birth,
are subjects of the emperor of China, but have a permanent domicile and residence in the United States, and are there
carrying on business, and are not employed in any diplomatic or official capacity under the emperor of China,
becomes at the time of his birth a citizen of the United States. For the reasons above stated [which includes a
discussion of "subject to the jurisdiction of" in the 14th Amendment] this court is of the opinion that the question must
be answered in the affirmative order affirmed."
A lawyerly interpretation of the U.S. v. Wong Kim Ark decision is that the parents were LEGALLY in the US and
thus 'subject to the jurisdiction' thereof. Illegal aliens would not have a “permanent domicile” in the United States.
Black's law dictionary defines domicile as "a person's legal home." The entire Black's definition advances multiple
reasons why illegal aliens would not qualify as being "domiciled." [Black's Law Dictionary, 6th Edition.]
Policy to put the United States on a path to sustainable population size will need to address issues including automatic
citizenship for the US-born children of illegal aliens. In addition, the continuous influx of illegal aliens must be
stopped both through enhanced border enforcement, border barriers [the double, high fence], and interior enforcement
of immigration law.
Moreover, BALANCE advocates change in legal immigration law. A Zero net Moratorium on Legal immigration is
the target, and, indeed, the Only Policy which could eventually result in U.S. Population Stabilization.
IN SUM:
Population density is overwhelming and excessive. (Many of us can remember being told when we were young that
we need to limit our families to two children to keep the country's resources available and open space plentiful. In
1972, the Rockefeller Commission concluded that the average American would be better off if population size
stabilized, and at that time the US population was approximately 170 million) The actual U.S. population today is
approaching 320 million.
In 2005, non-Hispanic whites had approximately 1.7 live births per woman and Hispanics had between 3 and 4 live
births per woman. These findings were reported as live births per 1000 women: 58.3 for non-Hispanic whites; 67.2 for
non Hispanic blacks; and 99.4 for Hispanics.
The schools are jammed and instruction is no longer strictly in English. How can we have a functioning society
without English as the common language?
More than half of all school lunches are now paid for by us -the taxpayers -and not the families with the children.
22% of Americans are unemployed (www.shadowstats.com) and many of the rest suffer from wage depression
resulting from mass immigration and more job applicants than jobs.
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Excessive population growth as well as invasive species and diseases from other countries increasingly contaminate
our food, air, water and land and over-burden our clinics and hospitals. (Did anyone say bedbugs?)
Today the parks are full, the utilities are overused, and the United States are running short of potable water.
Communities are asked to build more schools hospital after hospital closes due to the costs of illegal’s using such
facilities with no payment. The overwhelming number of towns, counties, and States are broke. Freeways and bridges
need repair, the prisons are overflowing with one in three inmates being foreign born and who can help? Towns,
counties, and States are bankrupt and the federal government exists only by continuous printing of more fiat money,
intrinsically worthless paper.
PLEASE put your paper money to best use: Share with BALANCE!
The only Solution is a zero-net immigration moratorium on legal immigration. Legal immigration adds over 2 million
annually, and this is a seriously large number. Legal and illegal immigration are inextricably intertwined; legal
immigrant communities act as magnets and refuges for Illegal Aliens.
Thus in order to stop Illegal immigration we must also push for a Moratorium on Legal. Pushing a Moratorium
maximizes the pressure for Reductions and delegitimizes the whole policy of mass immigration.
This maximizes the pressure for reductions and counters the Open Borders mantra that "The solution to the Illegal
immigration problem is to legalize all the Illegals."
A zero-net-moratorium on legal immigration would allow review of our process and an evaluation of our National
needs and interests. Population Environment Balance is one of the few groups willing and able to push hard for a
Moratorium.
BALANCE's Anti-Illegal Alien Amnesty Fight intensifies in 2011: The Zero-Net-Immigration Moratorium Initiative.
The push for a Moratorium on legal immigration is essential to the battle tostop illegal immigration because it
generates downward pressure on both legal and illegal numbers.
Only by pushing for a MORATORIUM do we call the whole enterprise of mass immigration into question and
generate sufficient clout to stop Illegal Alien Amnesty bills in a Congress which seems more and more inclined to
open the floodgates.
BALANCE and it’s ASAP! Coalition Allies are the only Organizations who are actually pushing a policy which could
result in a stable population sufficient to save our environment for the long term.
If current trends continue the U.S. population will hit One Billion by 2075, with devastating consequences for our
environment.
By supporting BALANCE with your Activism and your Donations, you can maximize the effect of all our efforts to
prevent this Catastrophe.
Sincerely,
Population-Environment BALANCE
PO Box 129 Chelmsford, MA 01824
and Pennsylvania 'Legend'
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